BE COOL Room Sterilizer
and Air Cleaner with HEPA Filter
The possibilities of filtering odors with air purifiers are limited.
Especially chemical odours are difficult to filter, odour deposits in furniture etc. are not
filtered.
Odors can regularly occur in private households (kitchen odors, toilet odors, vapors
from old floor coverings, curtains, wallpaper, smoke odors and of course tobacco
smoke), which are perceived as annoying.
It is therefore obvious to regularly operate an ozone generator, which oxidizes the bad
odor molecules to harmless simple compounds or carbon dioxide and thus eliminates
the odors.
Crucial for the effectiveness of Ozone
is his concentration. BE COOL recommends a running time of 40 min of the ozone
generator for a room volume of 150 m³.
However, if the room contains substances that strongly bind ozone (textiles, carpets,
curtains, upholstered furniture) the time should be doubled.
Ozone acts during its decay to normal oxygen, and also especially after the generator
has been switched off. Ozone has a short half-life, which means that half of the
"residual ozone" (excess ozone) decomposes back to oxygen within 30 minutes at
most. BE COOL recommends to re-enter the room approximately 2 hours after the
cleaning process is finished.
In smoking rooms or households where there is heavy smoking, it is essential to air
the room thoroughly after using the ozone generator (Away Mode). Since ozone
combines with nicotine and other components of cigarette smoke to form aerosols
containing fine dust that can penetrate even the smallest respiratory tract.
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The built-in HEPA-Filter of our BE COOL room sterilizer supports the air purification.
The supporting air cleaning of ozone generators is essential for inhabited interiors.
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STAY MODE

Kill germs, bacteria, viruses, mold and odors up to 94% with Active Plasma ION and
UVB
Ionizers in air purifiers produce negatively charged ions (anions) that combine with
positively charged dirt particles in the room air to form larger clusters.
UV light can kill germs and viruses.
The disinfection of indoor air with UV light is especially useful in rooms with high
public traffic.

AWAY MODE

•
•
•

Kill germs, bacteria, viruses, mold and odors up to 99.9% with ozone.
Flexible ozone sterilization timer 15-120 min.
Safe use of ozone by acoustic alarm, light alarm and motion sensor.

IMPORTANT!
Never enter the room during the ozone process. Ozone is a strong and toxic oxidant that can
cause respiratory and eye irritation and respiratory disease in humans and animals.
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